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The Triumph & Tragedy of Román “Chocolatito” González
By Roberto José Andrade Franco

T

o truly appreciate all that Román “Chocolatito” González was, is, and hopes to
be again, you must see him inside the ring. Away from the ring, you could easily confuse him for an older-looking boy, and forget that not terribly long ago
he was atop the boxing world. Eighteen months ago—an eternity for those for
whom life passes quickly but no time at all for idols who live forever—many experts considered him the best boxer in the world. But the last time you saw him
inside a ring, little more than a year ago, he was on the canvas.

He fell. And conveniently, as if to avoid a cruel irony, the deeply religious Chocolatito fell in such a way that the message on the back of his trunks, “Dios te ama”—
God loves you—was lost to all who saw him lay there, as if he were dying; chest
expanding and contracting with each breath, face aimed towards the heavens,
eyes half closed before he struggled to raise his head. He looked confused, trying
to figure out what happened. How it all suddenly fell apart not just inside the ring,
but also outside it.
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Above: Gonzalez heads to a neutral corner after flattening Fuentes with a
right hand. Right: A left hook lands home shortly before the end.

To truly appreciate Chocolatito, and how fast it goes, see
him now. How he enters the ring to little fanfare. To say there
were a thousand people there to quietly cheer him on underneath the Canelo Alvarez-Gennady Golovkin fight in Las
Vegas would be a generous estimate. See him now; after the
type of brutal fall that leaves one wrecked with existential
doubt. Now. As he enters the ring and despite what’s happened, he appears as calm as any man ever has inside of it.
See how he disrobes and bounces on his feet, bends down to
touch the canvas before rising to punch across his body then
bounces on his feet again. He shakes his arms. See that patch
on his right hip. White letters—FSLN—stand out against the
red and black background.
See him now, as the opening bell rings, and he dominates
his opponent for three rounds. He’s trying to regain more
than just the championship he once had. See him land seemingly any punch he wants to, almost at will. But also see him
as someone who has lost the support of many of his fellow
countrymen, Nicaraguans, who one day cheered him on but
today want to see him lose.
DESPITE BEING A FORMER TITLE HOLDER, Moisés
Fuentes—Chocolatito’s Mexican opponent—was brought to
Las Vegas’s T-Mobile Arena to lose. How badly he did so
would serve as an indicator of just how far Chocolatito had
fallen. Despite being an overwhelming underdog, Fuentes
enjoyed the surprising support of many Nicaraguans. Hundreds, even thousands of comments on social media cheered
him on.

“I write to you from Nicaragua,” one comment read in
Spanish. “I wish you success in your upcoming fight. Nicaragua awaits your victory, God is on your side...” Another
encapsulated the basic idea of most comments. It simply
read, “Fuentes, do the people of Nicaragua a great favor.
Beat that traitor Román González and you’ll be declared a
hero.” Other much less measured comments asked Fuentes
to beat Chocolatito to death; in their eyes a just punishment
for someone who many of posters called a variety of insults
including a son-of-a-whore, assassin, sell-out, bootlicker, informant for the government, and quite simply, a piece of shit.
“I’m happy to receive the support of many Nicaraguans,”
Fuentes responded more than a month before the fight. “I
am working very hard to not let you down. I know Román
González has done things the wrong way but at least, this
Mexican is with the people of Nicaragua.”
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Gonzalez waves the flag of his nation during a parade in Nicaragua. His support for the authoritarian regime in power has turned many of his countrymen against him.

When asked what he thought of not just the insults aimed
at him but also the support that many of his fellow countrymen gave his opponent, Chocolatito responded, “I don’t pay
it any attention. The important thing is that the fight is near.
Everyone is free to have their opinion.”
Despite what Chocolatito says, this goes beyond a matter
of opinion. Explaining the vitriol he’s inspired from people
who formerly backed him is more than a simple misunderstanding. Whether Chocolatito, in his prime, deserves mention among boxing’s all-time greats -- that is opinion. This is
more than that. This is politics and literal violence. To understand that within the context of Nicaragua is to understand
how Chocolatito fell from grace.
“HE’S ALWAYS BEEN A SANDINISTA,” says German Garcia, a sports writer for the Nicaraguan newspaper, La
Prensa, and Chocolatito’s biographer.
“In each of his fights, he would openly
mention his affiliation with the government’s party. But everything changed in
April.” It was then, that years of unrest
and tension between the people and the
increasingly authoritative government,
Frente Sandinista de Liberación Nacional, or FSLN, finally exploded.
Nicaragua’s president, Daniel Ortega,
heads the FSLN. Before he turned dictatorial—removing constitutional barriers
that allowed for his re-election and even
naming his wife vice-president—Ortega
was a revolutionary that helped overthrow another dictatorship led by Anastasio Somoza -- a revolt he helped fund

through bank robberies. By 1979 the Sandinistas had ousted
the government that had controlled Nicaragua for decades.
Five years later, Ortega became president. He served his term
and then lost his next three bids to regain the position.
Ortega regained the presidency in 2006 after apparently experiencing a Paul-like conversion. He apologized and
asked for forgiveness for any mistakes the Sandinistas may
have made while in power. “Jesus Christ is my hero now,” he
said. “He always was. He was a rebel and a revolutionary.
He always sided with the poor and humble, never with the
powerful.”
Since then, Ortega has increasingly mirrored the structure

Gonzalez with Nicaraguan president Daniel Ortega. There is a long history of politicians using
athletes as a means to increase their standing with the people.
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isaket Sor Rungvisai sends Gonzalez to the canvas in the fourth round of their rematch in September 2017 in California. Sor Rungvisai won by fourthround knockout.

of government he helped replace decades ago. And as public
protests began in April, the FSLN violently cracked down on
demonstrators. As of August, according to some estimates,
the death toll had passed 300. “The majority were young
people,” says Garcia of the government’s victims. “People
who wanted a change, who took to the streets. In response
the government sent police and paramilitary to shoot and kill
the people.”
As a result of the government’s attack on basic freedoms,
many people who were Sandinistas denounced Ortega and
left the party. Chocolatito, who has long considered himself
a close friend of the president and his family -- even calling
them “a special star in my life” -- has not condemned Ortega’s actions. In fact, he’s done the opposite.
“Roman appeared in pro-government marches,” says
Garcia. “And because of it, the people began feeling a deep
dislike towards him…one may say, ‘well, he’s just a boxer,
he’s not shooting anyone, he’s not hurting anyone.’ But he
backs the government. And for the people, that’s enough to
turn them against him. Because he has turned his back on the
people’s struggle to end this dictatorship…this is the situation
Román González is in…If before, there were (some) people
who wanted to see him fail, today, an immense majority want
to see him lose.”
Garcia believes that even before April’s events, Chocolatito’s politics kept him from becoming a national hero or
icon that a boxer of his caliber would be in a relatively small
country like Nicaragua. He was liked and respected, but he

was never an idol like Alexis Argüello was and still is.
“Personally and truthfully I want Chocolatito to win,” explains Garcia. “I don’t share his political ideologies and never
have. But this is his job. This is what he’s dedicated his life to.
He doesn’t take from anyone, he earns his money from boxing. Not like the politicians that end up robbing the people.
What he earns, he does so through boxing. What he has is because of boxing. But that political affiliation of his has always
been like a pebble in the shoe of Román González.”
Another journalist, Tim Rogers—who has covered Nicaragua for 18 years— says Garcia’s ability to separate the two
sides of Chocolatito is rare. The art from the artist, if you will.
He says that “probably 70% of Nicaraguans” wanted to see
him lose against Fuentes. “He’s viewed as a ‘sapo’ in Nicaragua— Ortega’s sucker, a sellout to his country. He fights in
Sandinista trunks, wears the cap of Nicaragua’s genocidal police, and wears Ortega t-shirts. Most Nicaraguans hate him
for it and [view] his fight as a proxy battle against Ortega.”
A month before Saturday night’s fight, a reporter tried
asking Chocolatito about his affiliation with Ortega and
FSLN. “No, not that,” Chocolatito responded before the reporter could finish his question. He then cut the interview
short and left.
THREE ROUNDS INTO HIS COMEBACK FIGHT and
Chocolatito is in complete control. It seems like any thoughts
of retirement—like the ones he wrestled with after two losses to Srisaket Sor Rungvisai—are far from his mind. Those
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The ring physician tends to Fuentes following the knockout, the 39th of Gonzalez’ career and his first in three years.

thoughts may be, at least for the moment, as far away as
ask from those who have suffered at the hands of the govare his concerns over how his public image has changed in
ernment. Or maybe Chocolatito doesn’t see himself as having
Nicaragua.
done anything wrong. And because he doesn’t seek forgiveIt’s halfway through the fourth round and Chocolatito
ness, he doesn’t care to ask. But if he did, it’s unclear if he’d
has Fuentes against the ropes. Uppercuts, jabs, and hooks,
be forgiven—Chocolatito may be a great fighter, but he’s been
to the body, head, or arms—anywhere he wants. For every
nothing more.
five punches Chocolatito throws, Fuentes swings wildly once,
“We will forgive anything from an idol,” says Garmostly just to seem like he’s fighting back. But this fight’s done.
cia, sounding suddenly philosophical. “Durán in Panama,
The bell rings, the fourth round ends and Chocolatito
Monzón in Argentina, Chávez in Mexico, [from them] we
walks away. His back is spattered with blood that’s not his.
will forgive everything. But Román never reached the status
That same blood has turned the tape on his gloves from a
of idol, like Alexis. Alexis was used as a political tool by the
virginal white to an uneven, violated shade of pink.
dictatorship of Anastasio Somoza and the Somocistas, but
This is how boxers die. And in the fifth round, for a second,
the people loved him…Román never reached that status.”
it feels like that’s exactly what happened. A right hook disconIf what Garcia says is true, then Chocolatito—like most of
nected Fuentes from any pain and frustration he may have felt,
us—will die and be forgotten.
from any idea that through him, God would punish Chocolatito
To truly appreciate the tragedy of Román “Chocolatito”
for his, “bad decisions.” Fuentes was out before he could feel his
González, you must see him outside the ring. See how some
head bounce off the canvas.
hate him. See how he’ll fade away. God. Damn. ★
“Chocolatito is a great fighter,” Rogers laments. “But he’s a lousy person and
a useful idiot for Ortega, and that counts
more.”
After the fight, Chocolatito saw
his return as a success and a positive
step toward reclaiming a world title.
He also expressed concern over Fuentes. “He regained consciousness and I
prayed for him,” said Chocolatito. “I
told him that I hope God blesses him,
his family, and his career. I asked for
him to forgive me, because this is the
job that we chose and that I didn’t
mean to hurt him.”
Whether Chocolatito regains that
title seems irrelevant in terms of the
way he’s viewed in Nicaragua. Perhaps,
baby-faced Gonzalez gets a peck on the cheek from national icon and multi-weight champion
when you’re seen as the puppet of a dic- A
Alexis Arguello, who was very active in Nicaraguan politics. According to friends Arguello was pretator the same forgiveness Chocolatito paring to withdraw his support of the FSLN party when he died in July 2009 from a gunshot wound
sought from Fuentes is too much to that the state ruled was self inflicted.

